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Gretna (Omaha), Nebraska 68028 
(preview Saturday from 7:30 to 9:30 AM) 

 
001._____ Stanley #338 nickel plated level stand, very good overall, comes with a Stanley #36 

12-inch double plumb & level and a fine set of Stanley #136 level sights. 
002._____ Lot of two cast iron cabinet scrapers; Stanley #80, complete and very good; and one 

by E.C. STEARNS & CO, complete and very good overall. 
003._____ Large WITTE wooden handled cooper's shave, one handle has several horizontal 

cracks that have been riveted, good overall.  
004._____ Atkins No. 5 cast iron scraper similar to Stanley #80, first we've seen of this model, 

complete and very good. 
005._____ Preston Pat. No. 1399P iron router plane, complete and very good overall.  
006._____ Lot of four different double ended #130-type iron block planes including a Stanley 

#130; Millers Falls #68; Union #? and one that looks to be English, an instant 
collection.  

007._____ Stanley #83 cabinet scraper, complete and very good overall.  
008._____ Stanley #70 long handled box scraping plane, fine overall.  
009._____ E.C. Atkins-made Deffaulx Patent rams horn scraper, patented March 17, 1903, 

complete and very good.  
010._____ Stanley #112 scraper plane with fine STANLEY blade, nice rosewood tote and knob, 

fine overall.  
011._____ Stanley #12 cabinet scraper, has nice SW blade, will clean to VG. 
012._____ Pair of unbreakable block planes: Stanley #118 and a SHELDON PAT APLD FOR 

that is similar to the Stanley, very good overall.  
013._____ Pair of Sargent #5206 unbreakable block planes, one is a Type I with front knob 

mounted in the bed, both are very good.  
014._____ Lot of three block planes: Stanley Handyman H102; unknown make stamped steel 

with adjuster; and a DEFIANCE stamped steel plane.  
015._____ Pearson's nailer made on U.S. Patent #876,086 issued to Martin Pearson of 

Robbinsdale, Minnesota on Jan, 7, 1908, complete and fine with much of the original 
blue paint and stenciling on the side intact. 

016._____ Pair Stanley Two-Tone iron block planes each with a different color, both VG.  
017._____ Stanley #190 rabbet plane, complete with depth stop, fine SW logo blade, VG.  
018._____ Stanley #378 rabbet plane, one of the brass pre-stops is MIA, otherwise complete and 

very good.  
019._____ Stanley #39 1-inch dado, has model number cast into outside of frame; complete and 

very good overall.  
020._____ Stanley #34 28-inch transitional jointer plane (this is the longest in the Stanley 

arsenal) has a little light rust on the blade but is otherwise very good overall.  
021._____ Stanley #39 3/4-inch dado plane, has number cast into outside of frame, complete and 

in very good overall condition.  
022._____ Stanley #33 transitional jointer plane, blade has rust and light pitting, the rest of the 

plane is very good.  
023._____ Stanley #39 3/8-inch dado plane, missing blade, both spurs and depth stop intact, some 

pitting on side, and japanning may have been touched up, will make a good user.  



024._____ Pair of FULTON 26-inch transitional jointer planes, one is complete and very good; 
the other has a splinter from the tote spur and a nearly spent iron.  

025._____ RARE Keen Kutter KK312 scraper plane (similar to Stanley #112) made by Ohio 
Tool the knob looks like a cheap replacement and there is some rust on the 
blade, very good overall.  

026._____ Stanley #79 side rabbet plane IOB, plane appears to have been Parkerized instead of 
japanned, likely a WWII production, very good overall, box is fair.  

027._____ Scarce Stanley #31? angle divider, complete and fine.  
028._____ Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane IOB, plane is like new, box is very good.  
029._____ Fine Stanley #95 edge trimming block plane, complete with BB logo blade.  
030._____ Stanley #4 trammel points IOB, points are like new, box is worn and has had the top 

repaired with masking tape.  
031._____ ZENITH No. 776 22-inch transitional jointer plane with original blade and nicely 

marked with the MARSHALL WELLS HARDWARE CO. (Duluth, Minnesota), 
very good overall.  

032._____ Stanley #271 mini router plane IOB, planes is near new and box is fine.  
033._____ Stanley #30 22-inch transitional jointer plane, nice Q-logo blade, very nice early style 

beech tote and knob, very good overall condition.  
034._____ Stanley #208 level glass IOB, the glasses are packed in sawdust that was created when 

the levels were made, box is very good. 
035._____ Stanley #95 butt gauge IOB, gauge is like new, box bottom is fine; top is missing one 

side, intact pamphlet. 
036._____ Millers Falls #33 mini block plane IOB, plane is near new, box is very good. 
037._____ Varvill & Sons Ebor Works York (English) sash plane (has a former owner's tag on it 

saying it's a recessed quarter round), good overall.  
038._____ JENKINS & CLARK, 6 DIGBETH, BIRMINGHAM pair of adjustable tongue & 

groove planes, each has a fence on the bottom and can be adjusted to 1-inch; 3/4-inch 
and 1/2-inch, both are fine.  

039._____ Pair of Dutch or continental moving filetster planes, BAECKER & ??SON, 
RENSCHELD, has a patent date on top and has an unusual steel lever cap, has a 
chipped boxing near throat; the other is a WEISS & SOHN IN WEIN (Weiss & Sons 
in Vienna) with an adjustable fence on the bottom and an adjustable depth stop on the 
sides that is secured with two thumb screws, very good overall.  

040._____ E.G. WELLS *** TRENTON, NY tripple bead plane, fine overall.  
041._____ Unmarked screw adjusted sash plane, very good overall condition.  
042._____ Ohio Tool Co. #54 moving fillister plane with boxwood boxing, intact depth stop, fine 

overall.  
043._____ Two wooden side beads: W.F. DOMINICK CHICAGO (Ohio Tool) 3/16-inch with 

single boxing, good overall; and an Ohio Tool #37 1/2-inch, very good.  
044._____ Lot of four SARGENT (Sandusky) wooden planes: #633 twin iron nosing plane; #657 

skew bladed rabbet; #719 1-inch cove; #623 1/4-inch side bead; all are fine but the 
side bead has some glue from where the iron and wedge were taped to the side.  

045._____ Pair of wooden molding planes: VARVILL & SONS wide side bead with single 
boxwood boxing; very good overall; and AUBURN TOOL CO. #126 1/2, very good.  

046._____ Ohio Tool #62 1/2 reverse ogee stamped 1 on heel, fine overall.  
047._____ REED IN UTICA complex profile cove and a bead, marked 3/4 on heel, very good 

overall.  
048._____ Ohio Tool Co. #43 1/2 3/4-inch ogee, complete and in very good overall condition.  
049._____ Massive H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY panel raiser plane with offset tote and a 3 

7/8-inch BUTCHER blade, has an adjustable fence on one side and moving fence on 
bottom, fine overall.  



050._____ Scarce Stanley #144 3/8-inch corner rounding plane, complete and fine.  
051._____ GLEAVE OLDHAM STREET MANCHESTER ESTABLISHED 1833 handrail 

shave, fine overall.  
052._____ Scarce Page's patent iron block plane made by Sargent, complete and very good.  
053._____ Stanley #60 double spokeshave cuts flat and convex, R&L logo blades, very good 

overall.  
054._____ Fine Stanley #140 skew bladed iron block plane, complete with all proper parts.  
055._____ E.C. STEARNS March 27, 1900 patent spokeshave with brass cutter frame, needs a 

good cleaning.  
056._____ Stanley #93 cabinet makers shoulder plane, complete and very good.  
057._____ Union No. 117 double spokeshave (similar to Stanley #60) with original blades, needs 

a good cleaning.  
058._____ Fine wooden coachmaker's router with brass top and steel bottom, very good overall.  
059._____ J.Y. Simons Patent (U.S. 84,140) NOV. 17, 1868 iron shoemakers shave with gull 

wing handles, very good overall.  
060._____ Stanley #71 router plane with original japanning, intact throat closer, pointed blade, 

very good overall.  
061._____ Windsor beader with original paper label on top of ebonized frame, complete and very 

good.  
062._____ Sargent #62 iron router plane, with two blades, throat closer and spare clamp, very 

good overall.  
063._____ Woods Patent piggyback spokeshave with flat on one side and convex on the other, 

very good overall.  
064._____ Scarce Sargent #30? carriage makers rabbet plane (same size as #10 Stanley), 

complete and very good overall.  
065._____ Stanley #1951 fiberboard beveling plane, very good overall.  
066._____ Millers Falls ratcheting auger handle, near new with original decal on chuck shell, fine 

overall.  
067._____ Stanley #67 universal spokeshave, no fence but very good overall with SW blade.  
068._____ Pair of wooden levels: Stanley Rule & Level #2, 30-inch plumb & level with brass 

side views for level vial, will clean to very good; plus a 29 1/2-inch HALL & 
KNAPP with nice eagle stamp plumb & level, both vials intact, very good overall.  

069._____ Millers Falls wooden auger handle with partial decal, in very good overall condition, 
one bit included.  

070._____ Lot of three wooden levels: 28-inch Stanley with laminated stock, both vials intact, 
early square brass side views; stock has begun to de-laminate, good overall; DAVIS 
& COOK 23 1/2-inch plumb and level, both vials intact, stock has been clear coated 
and has a crude hang hole in one end; and a Stanley #23-24-inch double plumb & 
level mason's level, cherry stock, will clean to very good.  

071._____ Millers Falls A.A. Wood's Patent hollow auger with integral brace, hollow auger has 
the oft missing depth stop, fine overall.  

072._____ Pair of levels: Davis Patent Robinson iron plumb and level that has been cut down on 
one end, otherwise good; and a Keen Kutter #102 plumb & level with wooden stock, 
both vials intact, good overall.  

073._____ E.C. Stearns long handled scraper, similar to the Sargent #52 and Starrett models, 
complete and fine.  

074._____ Stratton Brothers 28-inch brass-bound mahogany plumb & level with both vials intact, 
almost all the original varnish is intact, this is a new new level that has a big hang 
hole in one end but is otherwise fine.  

075._____ Millers Falls No. 502B corner brace, very good overall condition.  
076._____ Stanley #3, 28-inch plumb & level, complete and very good.  



077._____ Lot of three boring tools: James Swan Patented auger handle; unmarked short handled 
ratcheting corner brace; and a John S. Fray & Co. No. 101 ratchet brace with fine 
cocobolo handles, ratchet collar frozen, otherwise very good.  

078._____ Fine Stratton Bros. 28-inch No. 1 brass-bound rosewood double plumb & level, 
complete and fine.  

079._____ Sheldon #18 block plane in tatty remains of original box, plane is fine, box is junk; 
plus a similar Stanley #118 with number stamped into side, very good overall.  

080._____ DISSTON & SONS 28-inch plumb & level with brass ends and top plate, intact vials, 
very good overall.  

081._____ Pair of early Excelsior-style block planes for parts or restoration.  
082._____ Stratton Brothers No. 1 brass-bound mahogany double plumb & level, both vials 

intact, very good overall.  
083._____ Lot of three iron block planes: Birmingham with blade adjuster, needs a serious 

cleaning; a later Stanley #220 in maroon paint, very good overall; and a Chaplin's 
Patent with a chip in left side, some pitting and no trace of original japanning.  

084._____ Stanley #30 double plumb & level with big brass plumb vial covers on the side, stock 
bleached out, but in very good overall condition.  

085._____ Three Union Tool Co. iron block planes: #102; 103; & 227, all complete and very 
good.  

086._____ Four VARVILL wooden molding planes: One Varvill & Sons tongue cutters and one 
Varvill & Sons grooving plow; one Varvill & Sons plus Thos Underwood, Tool 
Dealer, Bradford tongue cutter; and a Summers Varvill tongue cutter.  

087._____ Scarce Stanley #47 skew bladed plow plane with unslotted screws, and short 
cutter box with four original blades that will all need rust removed and 
sharpened. A scarce plane in very good overall condition.  

088._____ Two tool books: Walter's latest hardbound Stanley book with loose pages and needing 
to be re-bound, some soiling to outside edges of pages; plus Ancient Carpenters' 
Tools by Henry C. Mercer fifth edition, 1975.  

089._____ Keen Kutter KK115 compass plane (similar to Stanley #113) with nickel plated rear 
handle and front knob, there is a little light rust on the arms, will clean to very good 
overall condition.  

090._____ Two more tool books: Stanley Folding Rules book by Alvin Sellens complete with 
dust jacket, very good overall; and THE ART OF BLACKSMITHING by Alex W. 
Bealer complete with dust jacket, very good overall.  

091._____ Unusual Sargent #161 all-iron scrub plane, has some minor rust, will clean to very 
good overall condition.  

092._____ Pair of little saws: German jeweler's saw, complete and very good; and a SIMONDS 
17 keyhole saw with nice handle.  

093._____ Stanley #378 weatherstrip rabbet plane IOB, complete with brass pre-stops, blade, 
depth stops, a fine plane in somewhat worn but intact box.  

094._____ FINE Millers Fall #07 rabbeting block plane IOB, a like new plane is a faded box 
with intact label.  

095._____ Millers Falls #77 router plane (nickel plated model) with all three blades and fence, a 
near new plane in a tatty box with tear in top and bottom edges that are split.  

096._____ Set of 14 auger bits 9 of which are RUSSELL JENNINGS inside a fine 3-tiered 
Jennings wooden box with intact label on inside of lid. Two of the non-Jennings 
smaller bits are bent.  

097._____ Scarce Stanley #12 1/4 cabinet scraper with fine SW blade, fine overall.  
098._____ Sargent #34 1/4-inch dado plane, has floral cast frame, complete and fine overall.  
099._____ Unusual Stanley A5 aluminum jack plane, complete with original decal on the 

tote, fine overall.  



100._____ Sargent #32 1/8-inch dado plane, has floral cast frame, complete and fine.  
101._____ Stanley #113 compass plane complete with original tail handle, light pitting on top of 

SW logo blade, very good overall.  
102._____ Unplated and unmarked Sheffield-style wooden brace with a felt/baize roll of bits 

including nine center bits, shell bits, tapered reamer, bit for split saw nuts, 24 bits in 
all.  

103._____ Stanley #45 in original pasteboard box, plane is complete except for the screwdriver, 
includes double row box of blades, owners manual etc. A fine and nearly complete 
plane in a very good box.  

104._____ Warren Patent (U.S. #17,905) Edge-Plane Trimming the Edges of Boot And Shoe 
Soles, made on patent issued July 28, 1857 to Charles Warren of Putnam, 
Connecticut, very good overall.  

105._____ Unknown make cutter (leather?) with adjustable fence and depth stop, wooden handle, 
very good overall.  

106._____ Five assorted shoemaker leather shaves including ones by Snell & Atherton and I.P. 
HYDE. A few need cleaning.  

107._____ Sargent #106 Type I iron block plane with gull wing cap screw, proper blade with 
circular logo, fine overall.  

108._____ Five assorted shoemakers leather shaves including a fine edge trimmer by Snell & 
Atherton, the other four all need cleaning.  

109._____ Vitanconio Mfg. Cleveland Ohio raisin seeder, clamps to a table, very good overall.  
110._____ Stanley #203 iron block plane, BB logo blade, fine overall.  
111._____ Unusual BAYLEY SPRINGFIELD OHIO core box plane, complete and very 

good.  
112._____ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K130 double ended block plane, complete and fine; plus a near 

new TWIX stamped steel block plane from Long Island, NY.  
113._____ SIEGLEY NO. 7C corrugated jointer plane, complete and in very good overall 

condition.  
114._____ L.S. Starrett No. 454 vernier height gauge, complete and fine in it's original wooden 

box.  
115._____ Leonard Bailey 21 1/2-inch iron jointer plane with embossed knob, and iron tote, 

traces of light surface rust, will clean to very good overall condition.  
116._____ Stanley 12 1/2 cabinet scraper with SW logo on screw that secures blade, fine SW 

logo blade, fine overall.  
117._____ SIEGLEY No. 8C iron jointer plane 23 1/2-inches long, fine overall.  
118._____ Massive double iron shoot or chute board plane with single handle in one side, 

fine overall condition.  
119._____ Stanley #8C Type 11 iron jointer plane, nice V-logo blade, good rosewood tote and 

knob, several patches of light rust, can be restored to very good overall. condition.  
120._____ Extra large scorp or inshave with wooden handle, complete and fine.  
121._____ Preston chamfer shave, with PRESTON name cast into one handle, both guides intact, 

will clean to very good overall. condition.  
122._____ Pair of iron jack planes: Chaplin's Patent #1207C that is complete but needs a good 

cleaning; and a Union XNo.5C "poor man's vertical post" that is complete and fine.  
123._____ Cincinnati Tool Co. spokeshave with wooden handles, complete and in very good 

overall condition.  
124._____ Stanley #5 1/4 junior jack plane, WWII model with stained hardwood tote and knob, 

hard rubber adjuster nut, a patch or two of light rust, fine overall.  
125._____ RECORD No. 0151 iron spoke shave, complete with original blade, very good overall.  
126._____ Sargent VBM #710 Auto Set smooth plane, complete and very good.  



127._____ Carriage maker's router with steel sole plate and adjustable steel fence, needs bottom 
of wedge trimmed down so sole plate doesn't interfere with it, fine overall.  

128._____ Pair of iron smooth planes: CAPEWELL with stamped steel, needs a serious cleaning; 
and a MARSH M4 from Rockford, Illinois, tote broken, fine knob, very good overall.  

129._____ Carriage maker's router with steel sole plate, very well made.  
130._____ Sargent #407 smooth plane (same size as Stanley #2), tote broken and needing to be 

glued, good original blade, very good overall.  
131._____ Carriage makers router made of hickory, adjustable steel fence, leading edge of sole 

has brass wear strip, one handle has a chip from underside, very good overall.  
132._____ E. PRESTON 5/8-inch bead shave, fine overall.  
133._____ BENSON & MUNSELL ALBANY ** handled screw-arm plow plane, top of spur has 

been repaired, comes with one Sandusky iron, very good overall.  
134._____ E. PRESTON sash oveloe shave, complete and very good overall.  
135._____ JOHN MOSELEY & SON 54-55 BROAD.ST. BLOOMSBURY LONDON wedge-

arm filetster, with brass wedges and boxwood boxing, very good overall.  
136._____ Marples Hibernia Works sash oveloe shave, complete, will clean to very good overall 

condition.  
137._____ A. MATHIESON & SON GLASGOW RYAN & OLIVER 114 YONGE ST. 

TORONTO(Canada) handled screw-arm plow plane, with set of eight blades, top of 
fence looks to have had a rat chewing on it, otherwise very good.  

138._____ Stanley #4 WWII model smooth plane with rubber adjuster nut, nice rosewood tote 
and knob.  

139._____ Pair of wedge-arm planes: one unmarked with brass tips and screw operated depth 
stop, one wedge broken, will clean to usable condition; J.T. BROWN (Baltimore, 
MD) wedge arm plow, good wedges, screw operated depth stop, both arms cracked at 
fence end and will need to be repaired, also needs good cleaning. 

140._____ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley Two-Tone with blue body and yellow frog, needs 
light cleaning, very good overall; and a Sargent #409 complete and original, needs a 
good cleaning, very good overall.  

141._____ MOSELEY & SON wedge-arm filister plane, intact nicker and nicker wedge, double 
dovetail boxing, one wedge has piece missing, very good overall. 

142._____ Lot of three iron block planes: Stanley #220 with large nickel plated cast adjuster, will 
clean to very good; Sargent #307 that has some small chips from top of left cheek; 
and a Sargent #217 complete and very good.  

143._____ Stanley #192 rabbet plane IOB, plane has a few paint splatters but is otherwise 
complete, fine overall in original box with depth stop.  

144._____ Lot of three iron block planes: Stanley 9 1/4 with knuckle jointed lever cap, with light 
cleaning will be fine; and two early #220 block planes with large cast adjuster 
screws, both will clean to very good overall condition.  

145._____ Bucklin Patent (U.S. 686,440) rope maker hangs over a fence, chair, or saw horse and 
twists three strands of twine into a rope, a fun way to amuse your kids and neighbors.  

146._____ Wooden kraut cutter, very good overall condition.  
147._____ Unusual Sargent aluminum 4-EDGE BLADE smooth plane, fine overall.  
148._____ Stanley #100-TD take-down rafter or framing square, complete and fine with SW 

logo, intact wrench all inside an original canvas pouch in partial label and intact snap 
closure.  

149._____ Scarce Sargent #507 rabbeting block plane, complete and fine.  
150._____ Sargent VBM #3408 transitional smooth plane, complete and very good overall.  
151._____ Sargent #107 Type I iron block plane with gull-wing cap screw, fine overall.  
152._____ Stanley 6-inch iron block plane with Excelsior style body and first type knuckle joint 

lever cap, R&L-logo blade, very good overall.  



153._____ Stanley #171 door router plane with all three original blades, entire plane has been 
clear coated or polyurinated, can be stripped and restored.  

154._____ Stanley #9 1/2 Type 4 with Excelsior-style body, L. BAILEY'S PAT blade, very good 
overall.  

155._____ FULTON (Millers Falls) No. 3708 7-inch iron smooth plane (same size as Stanley #2) 
that will fit the average man's hand, complete and fine overall.  

156._____ Stanley 7-inch iron block plane with fine nickel plated cap, SW blade, fine overall.  
157._____ Sargent 710C Auto Set junior jack plane (same size as Stanley 5 1/4) complete 

and fine.  
158._____ Lot of three iron block planes: Stanley #60 1/2 low angle in maroon paint, complete 

and fine; REVONOC #102, complete and very good; and Sargent #207 with early 
circular logo on blade, complete and very good.  

159._____ Stanley #10 carriage maker's iron rabbet plane, good Q-logo blade, nice rosewood tote 
& knob, very good overall.  

160._____ Pair of Stanley block planes: #110 with blue japanning and decal on lever cap, will 
easily clean to fine overall; and a #102 with gray lever cap and cast lever cap screw 
painted red, fine.  

161._____ Sargent #718 iron fore plane with adjustable front knob, the wood looks very good, 
but the knob may be a replacement, complete and in very good overall condition.  

162._____ Stanley #103 Type I block plane, complete and very good.  
163._____ Chaplin's Patent corrugated bottom iron jack plane, intact hard rubber tote and good 

ebonized knob, has light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to very good overall 
condition.  

164._____ Craftsman #3705 Model Maker's Plane mini block plane IOB, plane is fine and box is 
good but has been mouse chewed on one side.  

165._____ Miller Falls #1220 PLANE-R-FILE holder and two NOS blades; #1257 (45 grit) 
coarse tungsten carbide; and a #1227 coarse PLANE-R-FILE blade.  

166._____ Stanley GAGE G5 iron jack plane, complete and in very good overall condition.  
167._____ Stanley #35 transitional smooth plane with eagle logo on tote, complete and very good 

overall.  
168._____ OHIO TOOL CO. No. 08 24-inch iron jointer plane, complete with nice THISTLE 

BRAND blade, very good overall.  
169._____ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K36 wide body transitional smooth plane, has light rust on 

blade and chip deflector, will clean to very good overall.  
170._____ Stanley GAGE G5C iron jack plane with corrugated bottom, seriously scuffed but 

intact tote, good knob, very good overall condition.  
171._____ Union No. 27 transitional jack plane, complete and in very good overall condition.  
172._____ Sargent #614 wooden jack plane, complete with original Sargent & Co. blade, very 

good overall condition.  
173._____ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K27 transitional jack plane, complete with original KK blade, 

very good overall.  
174._____ Gage Tool Co. #11 transitional-type jack plane, complete and very good overall.  
175._____ Siegley SSS 15-inch wide body jack plane, complete and very good overall.  
176._____ OHIO TOOL CO. #05 1/2C wide body iron jack plane, nice original iron with globe 

logo, very good overall.  
177._____ SARGENT & CO. 28-inch transitional jointer plane with horseshoe lateral adjuster, 

tote and knob are poor replacements, body had been clear coated, good overall.  
178._____ Stanley GAGE G4 iron smooth plane, has remnants of old ID tag and Scotch tape on 

side, complete and in very good overall condition.  
179._____ Sargent #1068 match plane, one of the blade holders has a welded repair, otherwise 

very good usable condition.  



180._____ Scarce OHIO TOOL CO. #04 1/4C iron smooth plane with fine globe-logo blade, 
very good overall.  

181._____ Stanley #36 wide body transitional smooth plane, early prelateral model with eagle 
logo on toe and having patent info inside brass adjuster nut, very good overall.  

182._____ Stratton Bros. 28-inch No. 1 brass-bound mahogany plumb and level with both vials 
intact, fine overall.  

183._____ Early Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane, with intact tote, knob, and auxiliary fence, 
and a set of 9 blades including the match cutter and slitter, all in very good overall 
condition. 

184._____ The P.H. VOGEL MFG. CO. PATENT 24-inch May 13, 1919, double plumb & 
level, complete and in fine overall condition.  

185._____ Early Stanley #60 Traut's Patent marking gage, has former owners name stamped into 
beam, very good overall. 

186._____ CHAPIN-STEPHENS 24-inch VOGEL'S PATENTS May 13, 1919; June 17, 1923, 
and June 1, 1926, 24-inch double plumb & level, had aluminum STANLEY MADE 
IN USA vial housing on both sides of level vials.  

187._____ Stanley #60 Trauts Patent all-steel marking gage, marked PAT APPLD FOR, very 
good overall condition. 

188._____ The P.H. VOGEL MFG. CO. PATENT 18-inch May 13, 1919, double plumb & level, 
complete and in fine overall condition.  

189._____ Late model Stanley #47 with full set of 12 blades including the two in the plane, there 
is some nickel missing on the frame near the top of the handle, otherwise this one is 
complete and fine. 

190._____ Three levels: Keen Kutter (Disston) KK13 18-inch wooden level, hang hole in one 
end, good overall; L.S. STARRETT 12 1/2-inch cast iron double plumb & level with 
shaft groove, very good; and an unmarked 12-inch pinewood level with dark stain.  

191._____ SIEGLEY PATENT 12/5/93 No. 4C smooth plane, complete and fine. 
192._____ Stanley #94 4-foot, 4-fold carriage maker's rule, has nice brass arched joint, the 

indexing pins inside are MIA, with light outside cleaning, this one will be very good. 
193._____ EDWIN HAHN No. 3C 9-inch iron smooth plane, similar to a SIEGLEY, complete 

with original HAHN blade, very good overall. 
194._____ Pair of Continental-type jointer planes; a 26-inch double iron model with Peugeot 

Bros. iron, very good overall; and a 30-inch with Buck Bros. iron, both will clean to 
very good overall condition. 

195._____ Lot of three wooden bench planes: 22-inch SCIOTO WORKS that needs the handle 
re-glued into its mortise, will clean to good usable condition; 16-inch SCIOTO 
WORKS with chipped top, and good Sandusky double iron, good overall; and a 15-
inch W.H. POND NEW HAVEN in very good overall condition. 

196._____ Harlequin set of 24 mostly English, one Mathieson, hollow and round wooden 
molding planes, some have mold that will need to be cleaned off and one has a badly 
chewed or rotted bottom, and a few have rusted irons, most can be restored to usable 
condition.  

197._____ Sargent #1080 combination plow plane (similar to Stanley #45) with all main sections, 
long and short rods, beading and depth stops, and canvas roll full of blades, all inside 
the original wooden box. The box top is coming apart at the corners and will need to 
be cleaned and glued, otherwise very good overall.  

198._____ Sargent #1074 compass plane (similar to Stanley #20) very good japanning, light 
rust on blade, very good overall.  

199._____ Pair of knives; D.R. BARTON coopers hollowing drawknife and a small hand forged 
beer keg chamfer knife.  

200._____ Unusual Sargent #29 carriagemaker's iron rabbet plane, complete and very good.  



201._____ Palmer Bros. Meadville, PA 10-inch folding handle drawknife, complete and fine.  
202._____ Unusual Sargent #1067 match plane, has a few patches of rust, very good overall.  
203._____ Two wrenches: COCHRAN Model 1910 pipe wrench patented in 1908, very good 

overall; and a Mephisto No. 96 pliers with canted jaws, fine overall. 
203._____ Four wood planes: Sargent #612 smoother; early English smoother with Sorby blade; 

Sargent #930 toothing plane; and a Sargent #930 with Peugeot Bros. blade and 
improper wedge.  

204._____ AMES wooden compass plane, with radius adjuster on toe, fine SHEFFIELD blade, 
splinter from one cheek, very good overall.  

205._____ Sargent #3407 7-inch transitional smooth plane, some staining on left rear side and on 
bottom, very good overall.  

206._____ Stanley #11 belt plane, with 85%+ japanning (likely enhanced), Q-logo blade, patent 
date inside brass adjuster, very good overall.  

207._____ Pair of transitional smooth planes: SSS Siegley and a Sargent #3410 with a regular 
lever cap and a Stanley blade, good overall.  

208._____ Stanley #9 3/4 tail handled block plane with Excelsior-style body, has Bailey 
Patent blade, no provision for throat cam, some light rust, will clean to very 
good overall condition.  

209._____ Sargent #3409 transitional smooth plane, complete and in fine overall condition.  
210._____ Stanley #100 1/2 tail handled mini block plane with bottom radiused in both 

directions, a favorite with instrument and model makers, very good overall.  
211._____ Stanley #9 3/4 tail handled block plane has early style lever cap, Excelsior style 

body, needs light cleaning, very good overall.  
212._____ Stanley #10 1/2 Type I carriagemaker's rabbet plane, has Q-logo blade, very nice 

rosewood tote and knob, rear corner of sides have been ground down (one corner was 
likely dropped and chipped and the owner ground both down to match), very good 
overall.  

213._____ Stanley #120 iron block plane with six-point star lever cap, well worn iron with patent 
date on top, very good overall condition.  

214._____ Keen Kutter (Ohio Tool) KK140 rabbeting block plane with nearly spent iron, and 
missing the little ball on the end of the cast iron adjuster lever, body and lever cap are 
very good.  

215._____ Millers Falls mini block plane with tail handle in original box, plane is fine, box is 
missing the label but is otherwise intact.  

216._____ Pair of wooden planes: A. HOWLAND & CO. wide reverse ogee, very good overall; 
and a Multi-Form moving filetster with intact depth stop, nicker and boxwood 
boxing, just needs a handle.  

217._____ Record #735 fiberboard beveling plane, complete and in fine overall condition.  
218._____ Three VARVILL planes: VARVILL & SONS YORK torus bead, 1-inch of boxing 

missing in rear; and two VARVILL YORK complex moulding planes, all in very 
good overall condition.  

219._____ Pair of iron block planes: Stanley #60 1/2 low angle, complete and very good; plus a 
Stanley 6-inch plane with adjustable throat, lever cap missing its cam, good overall.  

220._____ BUCK BROS. No. 39 set of of four BUTT CHISELS in original pasteboard box, a 
light cleaning and all will be fine, box is very good.  

221._____ Stanley #18 1/4 block plane with knuckle jointed lever cap, some light rust on sides 
and bottom, will clean to fine overall.  

222._____ Stanley #67 Universal Spokeshave complete with fence, both bottoms and a SW 
blade, shave is fine to like new, box is tatty with an intact label on the end.  

223._____ Stanley #65? 7-inch low angle block plane, has traces of nickel plating on lever cap, 
Stanley Rule & Level Co. blade, very good overall.  



224._____ Sargent #52 long handled scraper, complete with original blade, some light rust 
on blade, will clean to fine overall condition.  

225._____ Stanley #45 in tall pasteboard box has two short cutter boxes full blades; both sets of 
rods, can depth stops beading stop; a fine nearly complete plane in a good box.  

226._____ Two iron block planes: Stanley #65 low angle block plane with knuckle jointed lever 
cap, good BB logo blade, very good overall; plus a FULTON TOOL CO. 6-inch with 
knuckle jointed lever cap, very good overall condition.  

227._____ Stanley #105 LIBERTY BELL jack plane TYPE I with patent date in top of left side, 
japanning has been enhanced, very good overall.  

228._____ Unusual wooden bodied coachmaker's double router, adjustable by turning wing nut 
on top, some pitting on the steel blade holder, very good overall.  

229._____ Millers Falls "cigar" round spokeshave with red paint in throat, some light rust, will 
clean to very good overall.  

230._____ The Collector's Guide to E.C. Simmons KEEN KUTTER Cutlery and Tool by Jerry & 
Elaine Heuring, very good overall condition; and a copy of Sargent Planes 
Identification and Value Guide 2nd Edition by David E. Heckel, has a few notes on 
the cover but is otherwise intact.  

231._____ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K190 iron rabbet plane complete with depth stop and original 
blade, with light cleaning will be very good.  

232._____ Old Ways of Working Wood by Alex W. Bealer, complete with dust jacket in very 
good overall condition.  

233._____ Pair of Stanley rabbet planes: #191 that has most japanning, a very good blade, 
missing depth stop, very good overall; and a #190 that has intact fence and depth stop 
and will clean to very good.  

234._____ Two paperback books: An Illustrated Guide for Collecting Fruit Jars with Price Guide 
by R. BURRIS, soiled cover, otherwise intact; and Old Time Bottle Found in the 
Ghost Towns by Lynn Bloomenstein.  

235._____ Sargent #33 3/16-inch iron dado plane, has light surface rust to exposed surfaces, will 
clean to very good overall condition.  

236._____ Colonial Craftsman paperback book by Carl Bridenbaugh, complete and very good 
overall.  

237._____ Stanley #239 1/8-inch weatherstripping rabbet plane with patent date on blade, intact 
depth stop and fence, very good overall.  

238._____ Union #41 tongue & groove plane, similar to Stanley #48, complete and very good.  
239._____ Stanley #21 adjustable try square, nice nickel plating, very good overall.  
240._____ The BOSS PAT'D folding barn beam boring machine, nice double headed eagles 

case into each side, fine overall condition.  
241._____ Stanley #H895 HANDYMAN wall mounted tool cabinet full of Stanley Handyman 

tools that are all in very good to fine overall condition.  
242._____ Wooden coach maker's double chamfering shave with a steel bottom, intact and very 

good.  
243._____ Lot of four brass carriage maker's shaves: a double router with intact fence; a double 

chamfering shave; and a two rabbeting shaves with 13/16-inch blades and having an 
adjustable fence. The the above have rusted blades and screws and will need work to 
restore.  

244._____ Pair of Stanley spokeshaves: #151 MADE IN ENGLAND, complete and fine; and a 
#52 with Rule & Level blade, very good overall.  

245._____ Fine H-21 non-sparking or beryllium claw hammer.  
246._____ Early Stanley or BAILEY double spokeshave with flat and convex blades, intact blade 

holder, patent date cast into underside of handle, very good overall.  



247._____ Unknown make light duty aluminum plow plane, likely an Aussie or English make, 
one blade and depth stop included, very good overall.  

248._____ Pair of SEYMOUR SMITH & SON iron spokeshaves, both in very good overall 
condition.  

249._____ Stanley #112 scraper plane, complete with STANLEY marked blade, fine tote and 
knob, tote has part of original decal remaining, fine overall. 

250._____ RARE Stanley #10 1/4 iron rabbet plane with tilting handles, WWII model with 
hard rubber adjusting nut and stained hardwood tote and knob, very good 
overall.  

251._____ Stanley #68 cast iron rabbeting spoke shave, SW blade, very good overall.  
252._____ Set of piano tuners tools including the hammer/wrench with rosewood handles; 

and several other uncommon tools.  
253._____ Stanley chamfer spokeshave with circular logo on iron (Type I?) has remains of old 

price sticker on one end of handle, very good overall.  
254._____ Stanley #151M malleable spokeshave, nice BB logo blade, fine overall.  
255._____ Stanley #63 round bottom spokeshave, SW logo blade, very good overall.  
256._____ Preston iron quirk router, intact fence, very good overall.  
257._____ Preston chamfer shave, both guides present but the fixing screws are MIA.  
258._____ Very good Stanley #66 Type I beader with straight fence from a later nickel plated 

model, set of fine replacement blades, will make a great users.  
259._____ Stanley #62 double bladed spokeshave, very good T-logo blades, complete and very 

good overall.  
260._____ Stanley #50 light duty combination plow plane IOB, a complete with with all cutters, 

depth stop, beading stop, chip deflector, owners pamphlet, a fine plane in a decent 
pasteboard box.  

261._____ Stanley #45 in original tin box, complete and fine. about the best one I've seen in a tin 
box with a hinged lid, includes the original owners booklet, envelope of spare spurs, 
only missing the screwdriver, a like new plane in a fine box.  

The following 8 lots are all Stanley Anniversary Tools that were sold by Stanley in 1993 to 
commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Stanley Works. 
262._____ Stanley #199 razor knife or box opener gold plated inside a nice wooden hinged box, 

tool and box are like new.  
263._____ Stanley Flat Blade Screwdriver set patterned after Stanley's "86 Series" which was 

first offered by Stanley in 1870. The screwdrivers and the hinged wood box are both 
like new. Serial number 00551.  

264._____ Stanley wooden mallet and three Everlasting-type chisels with the SW logo on the 
brass ferrules, all inside a large wooden box with hinged lid. A fine set. Serial 
number 00716.  

265._____ Stanley 12-inch cherry level with brass accent, like new in a like new box. Serial 
number 424.  

266._____ Stanley 93-507 EAGLE Try Square with brass blade, square and box are both like 
new.  

267._____ Stanley Marking Gauge beech wood, gage and box are like new. Serial number 867.  
268._____ Stanley dovetail saw with brass back, has decal or silkscreen of the Stanley Factory on 

the blade, saw and box are like new.  
269._____ Stanley wooden hand screw (clamp) with banded inlay, Serial number 356B, there 

was no box with this one, and the piece of paper with it says it was part of a set of 
two. Clamp is like new. 

270._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605C RT with good Q-logo blade, rosewood tote has small chip 
from top, otherwise very good overall.  



271._____ Stanley #102 block plane IOB, plane has 95%+ japanning, fine BB logo blade, all 
inside a pasteboard box with a small tear in middle of top and has an intact label.  

272._____ Stanley BEDROCK 606 FT with STANLEY lever cap, BB logo blade, fine rosewood 
tote and knob, fine overall condition. 

273._____ Stanley #100 block plane with squirrel tail handle, plane is like new, box is very good.  
274._____ Stanley #102 block plane IOB, plane is similar to that in lot 271 except this one is a bit 

newer and has a gray lever cap with Coke bottle-cap adjuster, plane is fine, box is 
very good.  

275._____ Stanley #90 cabinetmaker's bullnose rabbet plane IOB, plane is very good with SW 
logo blade, box is worn and tatty.  

276._____ BAILEY Little Victor toy size block plane 70% original? japanning, very good overall 
condition.  

277._____ Sargent #2204 mini block plane with cadmium plated body, complete and very good 
overall.  

278._____ BAILEY Little Victor toy size block plane, just traces of the original japanning remain 
on the outside, inside is very good, light rust to exposed surfaces, will clean to very 
good overall condition.  

279._____ Stanley #626 hand drill in a factory sealed box, box has some wear but is intact and 
good.  

280._____ Sargent HERCULES No. 1414 iron jack plane IOB, plane is fine, box is torn on top 
and soiled.  

281._____ Great Neck G-5 iron jack plane IOB, a like new plane is a very good box that just 
needs one corner of the box top repaired.  

282._____ Three SARGENT HERCULES planes: 14-inch jack plane, complete and fine; 9-inch 
smooth plane, complete and fine; and a 619-3700 iron block plane, complete and 
fine.  

283._____ Stanley ANNIVERSARY jack plane, silver paint in bed, red lever cap, first we've 
seen of this model.  

284._____ Sargent #5307 iron block plane with knuckle jointed lever cap, needs a light cleaning 
but in fine overall condition.  

285._____ Union #515 Trask Patent transitional smooth plane, complete and very good overall.  
286._____ Unusual wooden slicer to slice beans potatoes, etc.  
287._____ Three mini block planes: SBS SIEGLEY: UMP 11 CAN; and a GREAT NECK, all 

are complete and very good.  
288._____ Stanley #130 Type I double ended block plane, fine blade with patent dates, six-point 

star lever cap, fine overall.  
289._____ Three mini block planes: Unmarked Sargent or Craftsman; Stanley RULE & LEVEL 

with S casting mark in bed and having maroon japanning; and a #7376.  
290._____ KEEN KUTTER (Ohio Tool) KK130 double ended block plane, complete and very 

good.  
291._____ Three mini block planes: Sargent #104 with a Stanley blade; early #101 with faint 

Stanley "football" logo blade; and a Millers Fall in fine gray and red paint.  
292._____ Three block planes: unknown make 5-inch with squirrel-tail handle; and two mini 

block planes a SARGENT with yellow lever cap; and similar yet unmarked one with 
blue lever cap.  

293._____ Japanese tool box with six Japanese planes; one bevel and one marking gauge, in 
a nicely decorated box.  

294._____ Pair of iron block planes IOB: Sargent HERCULES No. 1107, a fine plane in a tatty 
box; and a Millers Falls #16, a fine plane in a very good box.  

295._____ Japanese trench art sumitsubo or ink line reel made from an old 75MM artillery shell 
case, very interesting.  



296._____ Pair of hollow augers: A.A. Wood's Patent with intact depth stop, very good overall; 
and a BONNY with a machine shank for running in a drill press, it is fine with intact 
depth stop.  

297._____ Pair of wood planes WRIGHT & McCARTY marked on toe and in ink on the side 
wide complex profile, very good overall; and an Auburn Tool Co. 1/4-inch side 
rabbet in very good overall condition.  

298._____ Scarce Fulton #113 Similar to Stanley Type 7a? with floral decorated front adjuster 
knob, complete and fine overall.  

299._____ Sargent #711 (Stanley 5 1/4 size) auto-set junior jack plane, some light rust, will 
clean to fine overall condition.  

300._____ FINE SARGENT #76 compass plane (similar to Stanley #113) complete with fine 
japanning and original blade.  

301._____ Pair of Stanley #S5 unbreakable steel jack planes, one has original decal on tote but 
the brass adjuster nut is frozen in place, it is otherwise fine; the other is missing the 
tote spur but is still very good. These were used in school shops and other settings 
were they were likely to be dropped.  

302._____ H.D. SMITH "PERFECT HANDLE" drawknife, few nicks and scuffs to otherwise 
good handles, very good overall.  

303._____ Large and heavy STAHL GESCHMIEDT (German?) handle-adjusting nut wrench, 
very good overall.  

304._____ James Swan drawknife with 10-inch blade, very good overall; and an A.J. 
WILKINSON 8-inch folding handle, very good.  

305._____ HEATON PATENT IMP Nov. 12, 1872, combination tool that includes a quick-adjust 
nut wrench; screwdriver, nail claw, ruler, very good overall.  

306._____ Sargent 8-inch all steel try square, lightly pitted blade; plus a plumbers pipe reamer 
with wooden handle; and two adjustable bitstock washer cutters.  

307._____ Unusual Union #117 double spokeshave (similar to Stanley #60) complete and in fine 
overall condition.  

308._____ Box of six wooden handled gravers, all are very good.  
309._____ Windsor Trading Co. Ltd. Montreal (Canada) No. 1 smooth plane IOB, a near new 

plane in a very good original box with intact label.  
310._____ Lot of four tools used to set rivets or fasteners of some kind.  
311._____ REVONOC double ended iron block plane (similar to Stanley #130) complete with 

original blade, very good overall.  
312._____ DRIER BROTHERS TRUE PITCH LEVEL complete and very good overall.  
313._____ The Antique Tool Collector's Guide to Value book by Ronald S. Barlow, stained paper 

covers but intact inside and very good.  
314._____ G.I.C. CO. (Grey Iron Casting CO.) core box plane made by BAYLEY 

SPRINGFIELD OHIO, complete and very good. Roger Smith in his PTAMPIA 
books suggest that Grey Iron was a company within a company.  

315._____ SIEGLEY No. 6, 18-inch iron fore plane, complete and very good overall.  
316._____ E. HAHN No. 8, 18-inch iron fore plane, complete with Hahn blade, fine overall.  
317._____ REVONOC (Stanley) No. 7C iron joiner plane, complete and fine overall.  
318._____ Chandler & Farquhar Company - Tools - Metals - Mill Supplies, Heavy Hardware, 

Established 1882, Boston, Massachusetts, Catalogue C (Circa 1942), complete and 
very good.  

319._____ Set of four well worn Audel Plumber and Steamfitter's guides #1 thru #4, the covers 
on two are creased, but all are intact and good.  

320._____ WEED & COMPANY WHOLESALE HARDWARE, MILL-RAILROAD and 
CONTRACTORS SUPPLIES, IRON and STEEL Buffalo, Rochester, circa 1930s or 
1940s, some staining on the outside of the hard covers, but inside is very good.  



321._____ Little used GREENLEE 10-inch folding-handle drawknife, very good overall.  
322._____ The Strong Carlisle & Hammond Co. Mill Supplies Cleveland Ohio Catalogue E 

1924, some soiling and wear to hard covers, inside very good.  
323._____ S. CANTELO 8-inch folding-handle drawknife, a little light surface rust, will clean to 

very good overall condition.  
324._____ EDW. K. TRYON COMPANY PHILADELPHIA PA, HARDWARE 

HOUSEWARES ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES CATALOG B, Circa 1950s or 
1960s, very good overall.  

325._____ Wilkinson 8-inch folding-handle drawknife, complete and very good.  
326._____ BROWN & SHARPE Small Tools Catalog No. 32 circa 1937, very good overall.  
327._____ Pair of fixed handle drawknives: 10 3/4-inch handle, patches light pitting on the blade, 

good handles, will make a good user; and a Greenlee 8-inch that is complete and fine.  
328._____ Day's American Ready Reckoner Peoples' Calculator, soiled cover, very good overall.  
329._____ Unmarked 4-inch pony shave with wooden handles, complete and fine.  
330._____ Three Eric Sloane books: Two copies of A REVERENCE for WOOD, one with 

orange cover and one white, both very good; and A MUSEUM OF EARLY 
AMERICAN TOOL, very good.  

331._____ Three LITTLE GIANT pipe wrenches: Two 14-inch models; and one 10-inch with 
slightly bent handle, all made on the Feb. 4, 1913 Patent and all are very good 
overall.  

332._____ Original 1897 THE CARPENTER'S MANUAL - A Practical Guide To The Various 
Operations Of The Trade, With Plain Instructions For Beginners, printed by New 
York Excelsior Publishing House, very good; plus two M-WTCA Reprints: Millers 
Falls No. 35; and Bench Work in Wood by Goss, both very good.  

333._____ Pair of screw adjusting pipe wrenches: TRIMO 18-inch complete and very good 
overall; and a 14-inch by Lawson Mfg. patented Dec. 14, 1920, this one marked with 
the AT&SF Railroad mark, very good.  

334._____ General-Industraial Machine Shop by Harold V. Johnson, complete and very good; 
plus a worn copy of American Machinists' Handbook by Colvin and Stanley, seventh 
edition.  

335._____ Pair of Rigid pipe wrenches: 14-inch, complete and very good; and a 5-inch that is 
complete and fine.  

336._____ Pair of books: The Boy Mechanic published by Popular Mechanics with damaged 
spine, but otherwise complete; and a leather bound LARDNER ON THE STEAM 
ENGINE circa 1840, very good overall.  

337._____ DIAMOND K310 10-inch slip-joint pliers, complete and fine; plus a KRAEUTER 
27208 9-inch pair, complete and very good.  

338._____ Three books on woodcarving: Charles Marshall Sayers The Book of Wood Carving - 
Techniques, Designs and Projects; WOODCARVING TECHNIQUES & PROJECTS 
by James Johnstone; and Carving Faces And Figures In Wood by E.J. Tangerman.  

339._____ Two pair 10-inch fencing pliers: BOKER U.S.A.; and CRESCENT TOOL CO. 1936-
10, both have staple claws and both are very good.  

340._____ Blackie and Son's The Victorian Cabinet-Maker's Assistant with 417 original designs 
for furniture, with descriptions and details of construction, paper bound, very good 
overall.  

341._____ Two pair of 10-inch slip joint pliers: DIAMOND 110; and an unknown pair, both very 
good.  

342._____ The Woodwright's Shop - Exploring Traditional Woodcraft by Roy Underhill, 
hardbound with intact dust jacket, fine.  

343._____ Two pair of compound levered end cutters: UTICA, complete and fine; and L.S. 
Starrett with light rust, will clean to very good.  



344._____ Taylor-Parker Company Inc. Machinery & Supplies Catalog No. 2, Norfolk, Virginia, 
circa 1960s, fine overall.  

345._____ Two smaller RIGID pipe wrenches: 5 1/2-inch with straight handle; and 7 1/2-inch 
with offset handle, both very good.  

346._____ Fulton (Sargent) No. 5329 combination moulding plane IOB, the plane comes with 
with a canvas roll filled with a full set of nice blades and as set of short rods, there is 
a small depth stop in the bottom of the box, plane is very good, box is tatty with 
corners and edges needing repair.  

347._____ Stanley #45 with nickel plated floral cast frame, dated cam rest, reversible fence, full 
set of blades in original box plus loose sash and plow blades; all inside original wood 
box with partial label on end, original screwdriver, good usable condition.  

348._____ Stanley #338 level stand, japanning appears to have been enhanced, very good overall 
condition.  

349._____ Stanley #43 Millers Patent plow plane, early model with no provision for a slitter 
and unslotted screws, original depth stop, a fair amount of the original 
japanning remains, just needs a good cleaning, very good overall.  

350._____ Stanley #77 dowel machine with one cutter 3/8-in.? nice japanning, no structural 
damage, very good overall.  

351._____ SCHOLLHORN CO. specialty pliers made for the H.L. JUDD CO. of New York. 
Perhaps for installing snap closures?  

352._____ H. Gerstner 7-drawer quarter sawn oak machinist tool chest full of assorted 
precision tools: Starrett Last Word indicator; Starrett 1-2-inch mic; telescoping 
gauges; Starrett 0-1-inch mic; Brown & Sharpe combination set; B&S speed 
indicator in wooden box; Starrett 12-inch scale, etc. etc.  

353._____ Pair of pipe wrenches: 18-inch Stillson-type by PEXTO, complete and very good; and 
a FOOTPRINT self-tightening type made in England, very good.  

354._____ Set of 6 AMT carving gouges in original roll, all are like new.  
355._____ BAHCO 442 screw adjust plier type pipe wrench MADE IN SWEDEN, complete and 

fine; and a plier type REINHARD-McCABE Co. Model 10 quick adjust plier type, 
fine.  

356._____ Screw box and tape 3/4-inch made in China, like new in original box.  
357._____ Pair of wrenches: 2 1/2-inch Crescent-type MADE IN HONG KONG; and a 4 1/2-

inch combination pocket knife and screw adjust nut wrench MADE IN JAPAN, like 
new.  

358._____ Steel 12-inch bar clamp patented Feb. 8, 1881, complete and fine.  
359._____ Sheet metal seam bending pliers, complete and very good overall.  
360._____ Large iron letter or copy press for pressing 8 1/2 X 11 sheets of paper, complete and 

very good overall.  
361._____ Lot of five iron block planes including a good Stanley #9 1/4; Worth, Shelton, 

Craftsman; and Stanley 9 1/4.  
362._____ Sargent & Co. (Sandusky) #695 1/2 screw-arm sash plane, complete and fine.  
363._____ Pair of wrenches: COCHRAN 10-inch Model 1910 screw adjust pipe wrench patented 

in 1908, very good; plus a CARL WRENCH P.T. CO. 8-inch, very good overall.  
364._____ Two skew bladed compass rabbet planes one with owner added wood fence, both 

having homemade nickers on both sides, the unfenced model is missing its blade and 
wedge.  

365._____ WALWORTH MFG. T10 8-inch Stillson-type pipe wrench that has AUTOMOBILE 
8-INCH cast into both sides of handle.  

366._____ Four Sargent & Co. (Sandusky) side bead planes all marked with one owners name; 
5/8; 1/2; 1/4; and 3/16, all in fine overall condition.  



367._____ Long handled ship adz with friction tape on handle, will clean to very good usable 
condition.  

368._____ Sandusky Tool Co. 3/4-inch wooden match plane, complete and fine.  
369._____ BRANCH, CROOK & CO. ST. LOUIS, 24-inch ice saw with nice cast iron handle, 

very good overall.  
370._____ Pair of Sargent & Co. (Sandusky) #673 5/8-inch tongue and groove planes, complete 

and fine.  
371._____ Pair of iron smooth planes: Stanley 9-inch with gray bed, and red lever cap, iron 

marked ANNIVERSARY (see lot 283 for a similar jack plane), this one will clean to 
very good overall; plus a 9 1/2-inch WORTH smoother with stamped sheet metal 
frog, very good overall with original $4.49 price tag on top of tote.  

372._____ Unknown make 40-inch screwdriver with wooden handle, fine overall.  
373._____ Pair of iron smooth planes: Rockford TMP R3C corrugated smoother with Stanley 

BB-logo blade, very good overall; and a SIMMONS smoother with stamped steel 
frog, very good overall.  

374._____ PLUMB double bit axe with newer handle, handle is chipped on end, the head is fine.  
375._____ Stanley #57 core box plane with two sets of japanned risers, two sets of rods with 

original turnbuckles, has a few small patches of rust, very good overall.  
376._____ Stanley #20 nickel plated compass plane, Q-logo blade, nice nickel plating, complete 

and very good overall. 
377._____ Scarce Stanley #72 chamfer plane with patent date on blade, cast iron head on cap 

screw, beaded knob, fine overall. 
378._____ Stanley #104 Liberty Bell steel smooth plane, some light pitting on bottom, tote 

broken and glued, proper blade and adjuster, very good overall.  
379._____ RECORD Doweling Jig No. 148 in original box, complete, very good overall, box top 

is creased and has some staining.  
380._____ Sargent #1409 9-inch smooth plane IOB, a fine plane in a good box.  
381._____ Stanley DEFIANCE #1244 9-inch smooth plane IOB, plane is near new, box top 

needs one corner taped, otherwise it is fine.  
382._____ Auburn Tool Co. wide 2-inch Grecian ogee with bead, fine overall.  
383._____ English drip-cap plane with brass skate, very good overall condition.  
384._____ Two J. DAWSON MONTREAL wooden planes: 1/4-inch dado with rosewood 

friction fit depth stop, complete and fine; and an unusual twin iron mother? plane for 
making bead planes, that has had one side modified and one cutter is an improper 
replacement, an interesting plane.  

385._____ Unusual Ohio Tool O122 copy of Stanley's Liberty Bell smooth plane, maroon 
japanning, top of blade has light pitting, first of this model that we've seen or sold, 
very good overall.  

386._____ Sargent #633 1 1/8-inch twin iron nosing plane, complete and fine.  
387._____ Fine WORTH ratchet brace with Lion-type chuck, cocobolo handles; plus a Sargent & 

Co. hollow auger that is missing the depth stop but is otherwise OK.  
388._____ Unknown make wedge-arm plow with screw operated depth stop, brass stiffener plate 

on fence, brass tipped arms and brass ends on arms, comes with display stand. 
389._____ WILSON & BROS. ST. LOUIS, MO (Ohio Tool #100) handled screw-arm plow 

plane, few thread chips, and checking at toe, good overall. 
390._____ BENSEN & CRANNELL 3 1/2-inch wide reverse ogee, will need the boxing behind 

the cutter replaced, otherwise very good.  
391._____ A.A. Woods and Sons hollow auger complete with depth stop in very good overall 

condition.  
392._____ Stanley #29 SW corner rounding tool 1/16 & 1/8 with first type SW logo, fine overall.  



393._____ Stanley #90 steel cased rabbet plane, has light rust on sides and bottom, patent date 
stamped into wood on top, can be restored to very good overall condition.  

394._____ Two hammers: Large BELL SYSTEM wrecking-type claw hammer; a hand forged 
claw hammer that needs cleaning, very good overall.  

395._____ Three iron block planes: Stanley DEFIANCE; GREAT NECK; and CRAFTSMAN 
#3704, all need some cleaning. 

396._____ Stanley #138 level sights in the original box, box and sights are both fine.  
397._____ Sargent #207 Type I? iron block plane with gull wing screw, circular logo on good 

blade, very good overall.  
398._____ Record #2506 side rabbet plane in original box, plane is fine, box has been repaired 

with clear tape and is just good.  
399._____ Two block planes; large aluminum Foster-type, fair; and a Sargent #106 Type I with 

gull wing screw, very good overall.  
400._____ Stanley #44 Bit & Square Level in original box, level is near new and box is very 

good.  
401._____ Pair of bullnose rabbet planes: Sargent #505, very good; and a good German model.  
402._____ Pair of Millers Falls #36 bit gauges in the original box, gauges are both like new box 

is good.  
403._____ Preston bullnose rabbet Rd.372093, back portion of cap is broken off, still functional.  
404._____ Stanley #60 dowel jig in original box, jig is complete and fine; box bottom has two 

split corners that need repair.  
405._____ Knapp Patent block plane with wooden pusher knob, very good overall.  
406._____ Scarce SARGENT #73 mini router plane IOB, plane is complete and fine, box is 

scuffed and has a tear in the top but is mostly intact.  
407._____ BERGHMAN Skate Sharpener IOB, sharpener is fine, box is good.  
408._____ Lot of four iron block planes: Ohio Tool O120 with maroon japanning; VICTOR by 

STANLEY No. 1120; Sargent #207 with a stripped cap screw; and an Ohio Tool 09 
1/2 complete and very good. 

409._____ Practical Blacksmithing - The Original Classic in One Volume by M.T. Richardson, 
hardbound book with dust jacket, complete and fine.  

410._____ Five assorted wooden molding planes: CASEY KITCHELL & CO #16 round; J. 
CREAGH Cini Ohio, #4 round; RICKARD Cini Ohio 6/8-in. dado; POND, 
MALCOLM & WELLES NEW-HAVEN 5/8-in. side bead; and J.J. VINALL 
CLEVELAND OHIO 1-inch tongue cutter, all are very good.  

411._____ The Encyclopedia of Machine Shop Practice by George W. Barnwell, complete and 
very good; plus General Metal Work by Grayshon, soiled and stained cover, inside 
very good.  

412._____ Wilesco toy steam engine, chimney is a copper replacement, good fire box and boiler, 
very good overall.  

413._____ A Complete Guide to Sharpening by Leonard Lee, complete and very good overall. 
414._____ DIAMOND EDGE (Sargent or Fulton) DEM220 7-inch iron block plane IOB, the 

plane is fine to like new, box top is split at one corner, very good overall.  
415._____ The Catalogue of Antique Tools 1998 Edition by Martin J. Donnelly, complete and 

very good; plus an assortment of Stanley tool pamphlet reprints by M-WTCA and 
sent to M-WTCA Members in 2002. 

416._____ Seven pair of dividers including a hermaphrodite paid, one or two needing locking 
screws, and most needing a good cleaning. 

417._____ A. MATHIESON & SON GLASGOW wedge-arm plow plane, also marked T.M. 
DAVIE & CO. MELBOURNE, both wedges are crude and should be replaced, 
otherwise very good. 



418._____ Three outside calipers: large L.S. Starrett spring type; large L.S. Starrett friction type, 
and an small unmarked spring type, with good cleaning, all will be fine. 

419._____ Stunning A. MATHIESON & SON GLASGOW screw-arm fillister plane with triple 
dovetailed boxwood, nicker wedge intact but nicker itself is MIA, a fine plane 
overall. 

420._____ Two friction type outside calipers: the larger one by BEMIS & CALL and the smaller 
one has a hand pointing to a rooster. 

421._____ MOSELEY & SON LONDON wedge arm plow plane in fine overall condition, toe 
also marked FISHER TAUNTON. 

422._____ Craftsman 8-inch inside spring caliper, and a mystery tool patented in 1876. 
423._____ BERGMAN QUEEN CITY 8-inch adjustable Crescent-type wrench; plus an unknown 

cast iron keyhole saw holder with a slightly bent saw blade. 
424._____ Two typewriter-type oilers: SHAKESPEARE CO. (for fishing reels); complete and 

very good; and a dented CUSHMAN & DENISON PAT APPL'D FOR NY. 
425._____ Two mini planes: WILCRO razor plane, some light rust on bottom, very good overall; 

and an unmarked CRAFTSMAN or SARGENT, complete and very good. 
426._____ Two mini oilers or oil cans, could be for typewriters, sewing machines, guns, fishing 

reels, etc. Both have fine plating and are in fine overall condition. 
427._____ STEARNS No. 85 butt gauge, complete and very good. 
428._____ SNELL & ATHERTON No. 7 OED cobblers inshave, complete and very good. 
429._____ Stanley #28 fore plane with V-logo blade, BAILEY name cast into front of frame, tote 

spur MIA, light rust on blade and chip breaker, will clean to very good. 
430._____ MOORE'S PATENT funnel-shaped brass oiler or oil can, some dents, good overall. 
431._____ Rosewood stuffed 3/4-inch steel rabbet or shoulder plane with dovetailed bottom, 9 

inches long overall, some light rust, can be returned to usable condition. 
432._____ Round, flat typewriter oiler, very good overall. 
433._____ Stuffed 5 1/2-inch steel 3/4-inch rabbet plane, very good overall. 
434._____ Small EAGLE oil can with green translucent body tin spout and tin bottom, very good 

overall. 
435._____ Small wooden handrail plane, unknown wood, very good overall. 
436._____ ACKERS Ltd oiler or oil can with built-in pump, 7-inch spout, sliding filler door on 

top, very good overall. 
437._____ Unknown make stuffed steel bullnose rabbet plane, 1-inch blade, complete and very 

good overall. 
438._____ FORD oil can marked on top NOERA MFG. CO. PATD APRIL 4, 1908, 

WATERBURY, CONN, complete and very good. 
439._____ National Brass Co. Grand Rapids Michigan 2 1/4; 1 3/4 and 1 3/8-inch ? mystery tool. 
440._____ Small SINGER sewing machine oiler or oil can, complete and very good overall. 
441._____ Six assorted LUFKIN zig zag rules all very good. 
442._____ Unknown make oiler or oil can, stands 5 inches tall, very good overall. 
443._____ Two early Craftsman ratchet wrenches 3/8 and 1/2-inch drive, 6 1/2-inch and 10-

inches long overall. 
444._____ Early STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO. #75 bullnose rabbet plane, complete and very 

good. 
445._____ Box of assorted spring calipers, dividers, wire gages, etc. 
446._____ Union No. 50 bullnose rabbet plane, similar to Stanley #75, complete with Union 

blade, very good overall. 
447._____ Tower & Lyon Chaplin's Improved Patent #1208 corrugated 18-inch fore plane, 

complete and will clean to very good overall.  
448._____ Stanley #2C 7-inch corrugated smooth plane, will easily clean to very good 

overall condition.  



449._____ Stanley #147 7/8-inch match plane, fine nickel plating, the tongue blade is present, but 
the plow is MIA, use the one out of your 45, a fine plane overall.  

450._____ Stanley #131 double ended block plane, has light rust on sides, will easily clean to 
very good overall condition.  

451._____ Union #43 duplex or rabbet & filetster, complete with original blade, some light rust, 
will clean to fine overall condition.  

452._____ Scarce Stanley #97 chisel plane with T-logo blade, complete and in fine overall 
condition.  

453._____ Pair of Stanley planes: #191 iron rabbet plane with depth stop, some minor rust, will 
clean to very good; and a Stanley #78 duplex plane Type I with ivy decorated handle, 
patent dates on fine blade, very good overall.  

454._____ Stanley #278 rabbet and filetster plane, complete with depth stop and fence, fine 
overall.  

455._____ Stanley #238 weatherstripping rabbet plane with 7/32-inch blade, very good overall.  
456._____ Union #411 compass plane, similar to a Stanley #113, complete with original blade, 

needs a good cleaning, very good overall.  
457._____ Stanley #62 low angle bench plane, complete with throat cam, SW logo blade, no 

throat chips or cracks, fine rosewood tote and knob, has light rust on exposed 
surfaces, will clean to very good overall condition.  

458._____ Cheney #777 Adz Hammer, needs a light cleaning, very good overall.  
459._____ Stanley #A4 aluminum smooth plane, SW logo blade, nice tote with original 

decal, good tall knob, very good overall.  
460._____ Scarce ZENITH (Sargent #30C) carriage maker's rabbet plane with corrugated 

bottom, has good ZENITH blade and ZENITH logo in left cheek of plane, made 
by Sargent for the Marshall Wells Hardware Co. of Duluth Minnesota, will 
easily clean to very good overall condition.  

461._____ Stanley #23 transitional smooth plane, complete with T-logo blade, fine overall 
condition.  

462._____ HSB REVONOC transitional smooth plane, same size as Stanley #23, complete with 
original blade, fine overall condition.  

463._____ Stanley VICTOR 20 1/2 compass plane, 85%+ japanning, good T-logo blade, with 
light cleaning will be very good.  

464._____ Unusual BAILEY TOOL CO WOONSOCKET R.I. DEFIANCE compass plane 
with screw adjuster, flexible bottom screwed to frame, one of the two screws 
that lock the bottom when flexed is not original, very good overall.  

465._____ Walker Tool Co. ratcheting lock mortise cutter, complete and very good overall.  
466._____ Pair of saw sets including a Leach Patent; plus a Universal Mfg. All-Angle level and a 

Bernard? parrot head cutter.  
467._____ MONK English cement trowel with wood handle, very good overall; plus a Osborne 

leather slitter, complete and very good.  
468._____ BEMIS & CALL 8-inch all-steel nut wrench, very good overall.  
469._____ Broom maker's hammer, has some light rust and a faint makers mark, will clean to 

very good overall condition.  
470._____ Set of RIDGELY graining combs in a brass case, very good overall.  
471._____ Stanley #17 two fold brass blacksmiths rule, SW logo and patent date, fine overall.  
472._____ Reproduction? cast iron tomahawk trade axe.  
473._____ Set of four Yankee #90 screwdrivers all will clean to very good overall condition.  
474._____ Stanley #36 wide body transitional smooth plane, good knob, tote spur MIA, SW logo 

blade, will clean to very good overall condition.  
475._____ Pair of Sargent transitional smooth planes: #3412 (same as Stanley #36) wide body 

smooth plane in much better than average condition; and a #3411 (same as Stanley 



#35) with light rust on blade, early horseshoe lateral lever, will clean to fine overall 
condition.  

476._____ Evans Patent compass plane with Moulson Bros. iron, complete and very good 
overall.  

477._____ Pair of Sargent transitional smooth planes: #3411 (same as Stanley #35) complete and 
very good; and #3410 that has the early horseshoe lateral lever, complete and very 
good.  

478._____ Stanley #13 prelateral compass plane, Stanley Rule & Level blade, patent date in 
recessed adjuster nut, sole screwed to body, very good overall.  

479._____ Ohio Tool #023 transitional smooth plane, complete and in fine overall. condition.  
480._____ Two Stanley dado planes: #39 3/4-inch dado, both spurs missing, intact depth stop, 

will clean to very good; and #39 7/8 early model with number cast into right side, has 
pitting on bottom and right side and has been repainted.  

481._____ Union Tool Co. #3C 8-inch smooth plane, complete and will easily clean to very good 
overall condition.  

482._____ Stanley #39 1/2 dado plane, complete with both nickers, complete and will clean to 
very good overall condition.  

483._____ Stanley #2C 7-inch smooth plane, complete with fine rosewood tote, short knob looks 
like it came from a #3 size plane, good E.C. SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER blade, fine 
overall.  

484._____ Stanley #39 3/8-inch dado with intact nickers, complete and very good overall.  
485._____ Stanley #55 universal combination plow plane, a complete planing mill in a 

homemade hinged wooden box, complete with all four main sections, four tiers of 47 
blades including slitter, early style dated cam, depth stops, needs just a few cutters 
and beading stop to complete, all in very good overall condition; plus a wooden stair 
saw and a Stanley #71 router plane with two patent dates in bed, comes with throat 
closing attachment and extra clamp, and having one 1/4-inch blade, very good 
overall. 

486._____ RECORD No. 405 combination plow plane in original box with full set of bits, both 
sets of rods, cam, beading stop, depth stops, original screwdriver, a fine original set 
in nice wooden box. 

487._____ ACME hand corn planter very good overall. 
488._____ Large wooden framed turning saw, complete and in fine overall condition. 
489._____ Lot of three small boxwood rules: Stanley #3 four-fold caliper rule, some wear on 

outside, inside very good; #69 four-fold very good inside and out; and an unknown 
make #68 four-fold that is dirty outside clean inside and very good overall. 

490._____ Extensive set of carving tools inside an owner made wooden box. Included is a set of 
12 Marples carving gouges; a set of 5 Millers Falls gouges; set of five Buck Bros. 
paring chisels, and loads of sharpening stones, etc. 

491._____ Vandegrift Patent IH screw adjust nut wrench with loop handle, complete and fine 
overall. 

492._____ Lot of four tape measures: unknown make with spring loaded tape and button in center 
that draws tape in, some rust on case and tape; Chief #226 6-foot by CARLSON, 
some rust on tape and a kink at the 5-inch mark; The Bishop-Conlkin Co. with 
EUGENE DIETZGEN CO. tape graduated in inches on one side and centimeters on 
the other, complete and fine; and an 8-foot HOBBY by CARLSON, complete and 
fine. 

493._____ One or two-man crosscut saw, needs cleaning, very good overall. 
494._____ ACME corn planter, made on U.S. Patent 657,714 issued Sept. 11, 1900 to Paulus J.A. 

Van Deinse, of Greenville, Michigan, complete and very good. 



495._____ Two 18-inch iron fore planes; one a Craftsman with a broken plastic tote; and the 
other a CRAFTSMAN #418 with rusted blade and chip breaker, but otherwise, very 
good overall. 

496._____ Pair of E.C. Atkins saws with adjustable handles; a fine panel saw; and a flooring saw 
that has some rust on the blade, and a small crack on the handle, will clean to very 
good. 

497._____ Large railroad-type oil can or oiler with long spout, very good overall. 
498._____ AJAX No. 3 folding barn beam boring machine with set of four large bits, complete 

and in very good overall condition.  
499._____ Reed Mfg. Co. strap wrench with fine nickel plating, fine overall. 
500._____ Unimat Miniature Metal Lathe complete with boring bar, and several tool bits 

and misc. all inside the original hinged wooden box. We plugged this one in and 
it works just fine.  

501._____ Pair of claw hammers: Cheney nail holding claw hammer, complete and fine; plus a 
PEXTO, very good overall. 

502._____ UTICA TOOL CO. point-of-sale wall mounted display cabinet, 20 1/4 X 33-
inches, with 9 original tools, door has UTICA TOOL plaque on top and bottom 
tag says FOR MORE TOOL MILAGE, very good overall.  

503._____ Lot of 5 assorted UTICA pliers, good to very good overall. 
504._____ LUFKIN gauging tape for gauging liquid in tanks, comes with composite handle and 

brass bob on end, fine overall condition. 
505._____ Lot of 7 assorted UTICA pliers, good to very good overall. 
506._____ Pair of iron jack planes: FULTON #32, some chipping on the side of the tote spur, 

otherwise complete and very good; plus a ZENITH Z5 with corrugated bottom, bed 
looks like a repaint, tote spur MIA, good overall. 

507._____ Sargent (Sandusky) #735 handled screw-arm plow plane, some thread chipping, with 
light cleaning will be very good.  

508._____ Stanley OH20 Two-Tone with maroon bed and yellow cap iron; stained hardwood tote 
and knob, very good overall. 

509._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 iron jack plane with orange frog, SW blade, fine tote and 
tall knob, STANLEY lever cap with orange background, very good overall.  

510._____ Stanley #4 1/2 jumbo smooth plane, WWII model with hard rubber adjuster nut, 
stained hardwood tote and knob, some light rust, will clean to very good overall 
condition. 

511._____ SIEGLEY NO. 6 corrugated iron fore plane, complete and in very good overall 
condition. 

512._____ Gage G6C corrugated iron fore plane, nice rosewood tote and tall knob, very good 
overall. 

513._____ Stanley #37 "JENNY" corrugated transitional jumbo jack plane, complete with Q-logo 
blade, very good overall. 

514._____ Scarce Stanley BEDROCK #3C RT with good Q-logo blade, this is a true Type I 
Bedrock with the milled off patent date behind the frog, STANLEY R&L CO 
BED ROCK lever cap, nice rosewood tote and knob, has glue from old price tag 
on left side, will clean to fine overall condition.  

515._____ Lot of four Sargent (Sandusky) wood planes: #633 1 1/2-inch twin iron nosing plane; 
#639 3/8-inch dado with screw operated depth stop, main wedge split; #628 1/4-inch 
side bead; and 17 3/4 7/8-inch cove.  

516._____ Stanley BEDROCK #604 RT with good T-logo blade, STANLEY R&L CO BED 
ROCK lever cap, nice rosewood tote and low knob, very good overall.  

517._____ Lot of five Sargent (Sandusky) wood planes: #633 1 1/8-inch twin iron nosing plane; 
#623 1/4-inch side bead; #655 (number was double struck) 5/8-inch skew bladed 



rabbet; #623 5/16-inch side bead; and #623 1/2-inch side rabbet, all will clean to very 
good.  

518._____ Stanley BEDROCK #604C RT with good Q-logo blade, BED ROCK lever cap, nice 
rosewood tote and tall knob, has some light rust, will clean to very good overall.  

519._____ Pair of Sargent (Sandusky) #674 7/8-inch tongue & groove planes, will clean to very 
good overall.  

520._____ Stanley BEDROCK #604 1/2C FT with good T-logo blade, BEDROCK lever cap, 
nice rosewood tote and low knob, has some light rust, will clean to very good 
overall.  

521._____ Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane, early model with wrap-around depth stop, 
unslotted screws securing the fence, 3/8-inch blade, japanning has been enhanced, 
very good overall.  

522._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605C RT with good STANLEY blade, STANLEY R&L CO 
BED ROCK lever cap, tote broken and needing replacement, low knob has some 
paint on top otherwise good, will make a good user.  

523._____ Fine Stanley #45 SW model in original pasteboard box, two wooden boxes of blades, 
has cam, long & short rods, depth stops, beading stop, original screwdriver, and 
owners booklet, a fine plane in a good box.  

524._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 FT with good T-logo blade, BEDROCK lever cap, nice 
rosewood tote and low knob, needs light cleaning, very good overall.  

525._____ Stanley #45 SW combination plow plane in tattered remains of original box; comes 
with three main sections; beading stop, two original wooden boxes of cutters, all 
exposed surfaces have rust from damp storage, will clean to good usable condition.  

526._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 1/2C RT with good Q-logo blade, STANLEY R&L CO 
BED ROCK lever cap, stained hardwood tote, good rosewood low knob, with a 
proper tote this one will be very good.  

527._____ Stanley #71 router plane IOB, japanned model with 95%+ japanning, 1/4-inch blade, 
intact fence and screw, throat closing attachment, a fine plane in a fair box that has a 
good label.  

528._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 1/2 RT with good Q-logo blade, STANLEY R&L CO BED 
ROCK lever cap, nice rosewood tote and low knob, very good overall condition.  

529._____ Australian Carter light duty plow plane IOB, intact fence, set of six blades, all inside a 
pasteboard box, very good overall condition.  

530._____ Stanley BEDROCK #607C RT with good Q-logo blade, STANLEY R&L CO BED 
ROCK lever cap, nice rosewood tote and low knob, very good overall condition.  

531._____ Stanley #50 light duty plow plane, this model has a fine rosewood handle, 95%+ 
japanning, intact depth and beading stops; fine cutter box with six beads, on match, 
and ten plows including the one in the plane, a fine plane in a tatty old pasteboard 
box.  

532._____ Stanley BEDROCK #607 RT with good Q-logo blade, STANLEY R&L CO BED 
ROCK lever cap, nice rosewood tote and low knob, very good overall condition.  

533._____ Stanley #81 cabinet scraper, V-logo blade has rust at one end, nice rosewood bottom, 
very good overall.  

534._____ Stanley BEDROCK #8C RT with good Q-logo blade, this is a true Type I Bedrock 
with the milled off patent date behind the frog, STANLEY R&L CO BED ROCK 
lever cap, nice rosewood tote and knob, has glue from old price tag on left side, 
patches of light rust on sides, will clean to fine overall condition.  

535._____ Stratton Bros. No. 10, 10-inch brass bound mahogany plumb and level, both vials 
intact, very good overall.  

536._____ Stanley BEDROCK #608C RT with good Q-logo blade, this is a true Type I Bedrock 
with the milled off patent date behind the frog, STANLEY R&L CO BED ROCK 



lever cap, nice rosewood tote and knob, has glue from old price tag on left side, 
patches of light rust on sides, will clean to fine overall condition.  

537._____ Stanley Two-Tone OH20 iron block plane in original pasteboard box, plane and box 
are both fine.  

538._____ Stanley BEDROCK #606C RT with good Q-logo blade, very good tote and knob, very 
good overall condition.  

539._____ Stanley #77 rosewood marking and mortise gauge, complete and fine overall.  
540._____ Nice pair of 5/8-inch sash templates, both are in fine overall condition.  
541._____ MARBLES No. 5 safety axe in near new condition, this must have been a remake of 

the famous safety axe/hatchet with folding blade guard, this one is perfect.  
542._____ Craftsman (Sargent) No. 3728 combination plow plane, with full set of blades in a 

canvas roll depth stops, beading stop, all inside the original pasteboard box with 
intact label, fine overall.  

543._____ Stanley #57 core box plane with three sets of risers and two original turnbuckles, 
the tote is broken and needs to be glued, good knob, parts are marked with S 
casting mark, very good overall.  

544._____ Stanley #386 jointer gauge or fence, SW logo, complete and in very good overall 
condition.  

545._____ Stanley DEFIANCE No. 1204 9-inch smooth plane IOB, plane and box are both very 
good.  

546._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 iron jack plane in near new condition in the original box, 
box end has been taped with clear tape and has some moisture staining.  

547._____ Stanley #248A weatherstripping plow plane in original albeit tattered box, plane was 
found in a damp basement and has rust to exposed surfaces, complete with envelope 
of blades.  

548._____ Stanley #194 Fibre Board Beveling Plane in original box, plane is near new, box is 
very good with just a few spots of wear.  

549._____ Sargent #1067 match plane, complete and in fine overall condition.  
550._____ Scarce Stanley #7 TYPE 3 prelateral iron jointer plane, when we fond it, it had a 

piece of foam rubber stuck to the side in the rear and there is some minor 
pitting from where we removed it, a scarce plane in very good overall condition.  

551._____ Stuffed steel bullnose rabbet plane with fine ebony wedge, 1-inch blade, very good 
overall. 

552._____ Diamond Edge DE7C 22-inch iron jointer plane with intact hard rubber tote, fine 
knob, top of original blade has been hammered on when a previous owner used it as a 
chisel, a very good plane overall.  

553._____ Pair of Stanley #110 block planes, one is an earlier model with japanned cap; the other 
is later with plated cap, very good overall. 

554._____ Pair of Lufkin rules: No. 86 blacksmiths rule, complete and fine; and #60 complete 
and fine. 

555._____ Ohio Tool Co. #101 handled screw-arm plow plane, a few minor thread chips, very 
good overall. 

556._____ Unmarked Stanley #85 1/2 rosewood panel gauge, complete and fine. 
557._____ Lot of six assorted Lufkin Zig Zag rules in very good to NOS condition. 
558._____ Stanley #101P stamped steel mini block plane, fine overall. 
559._____ YANKEE NORTH BROTHERS No. 35 spiral ratchet screwdriver with one flat bit, 

box and screwdriver are very good. 
560._____ Unknown make cast iron instrument maker's plane, bottom radiused side-to-side, has 

integral handle for pushing with palm, fine overall. 
561._____ YANKEE NORTH BROTHERS Automatic (push) Drill No. 41 IOB, drill has a few 

spots of light rust on handle, box is good with most of the original label intact. 



562._____ JOHN DEER cast iron anvil, 1.8 pounds, some rust, very good overall. 
563._____ YANKEE NORTH BROTHERS No. 30A SPIRAL RATCHET Screw Driver with 

three bits, box is good, the driver and bits are fine. 
564._____ PURDUE cast iron paper weight in shape of an anvil, very good overall. 
565._____ Nice mahogany box with compartments for holding small nails or brads, lid swings 

open, one or two streaks of old paint, fine overall. 
566._____ Small jewelers anvil with double horns, very good overall. 
567._____ Wooden NICHOLSON FILE display, in original orange paint, very good overall. 
568._____ Jewelers anvil on heavy base, very good overall. 
569._____ Two DIETZGEN drafting tools; one is cast iron and one is stamped steel. 
570._____ Revolving cast iron NAIL CUP, complete and fine. 
571._____ BAKER & HAMILTON "STILLETO" HARDWARE & STEEL Catalog No. 115, 

circa 1960s, very good overall. 
572._____ Lufkin No. 202 walking distance measuring wheel with retractable handle, fine 

overall. 
573._____ HOME BUILDERS CATALOG CHICAGO NEW YORK 1925, shows a line of 

entire houses and contents that could have been ordered at the time. 
574._____ Box of five assorted Lufkin tape measures including two with leather cases. 
575._____ STOWE Hardware Supply Co. Kansas City, MO. Catalog #154, circa 1950s, very 

good overall. 
576._____ Lufkin gaging tape and reel for gaging liquid in a truck, tank car, barge or other 

vessel, painted wooden handle, nice brass weight at end of tape, fine overall. 
577._____ HOLBROOK, MERRILL & STETSON Holbrooks's Guaranteed Goods of Quality, 

OAKLAND, LOS ANGELES, SACRAMENTO, and FRESNO, circa 1930s, very 
good overall. 

578._____ Five assorted Lufkin tape measures including three with leather cases, three have cloth 
tapes, and two have steel tapes. 

579._____ V. TAUSCHE HARDWARE CO. La Cross, Wisconsin Wholesale Hardware and 
Sporting Goods, circa 1939, very good overall. 

580._____ Lot of four books: THE FURNITURE GUYS; PROJECTS FOR WOODWORKERS 
VOL 1; PROJECTS FOR WOODWORKERS VOL 2; and The Furniture Maker's 
Handbook. 

581._____ MILLER BROTHERS HARDWARE COMPANY Richmond, Indiana Wholesale 
Catalog No. 50, circa 1930s, complete and very good. 

582._____ Hand cranked fluting tool with brass rollers, much of the original black paint with red 
and gold highlights remains, very good overall.  

583._____ Vintage LORRAINE METAL MFG. CO. nutmeg-type grinder that would be clamped 
to a table or counter, this one is in original red paint, very good overall.  

584._____ Goodell Perfect Pointer Pencil Sharpener with wooden base. Goodell Company, 
Antrim, NH, in 1892 successors to the Perfect Pencil Pointer Company as 
manufacturer of the Perfect Pencil Pointer, a pencil sharpener "patented in 
1890." We could not find the patent. This example is complete and fine.  

585._____ Vintage hand-cranked bean slicer? This appliance would have mounted to a table or 
counter, body is in original green paint and the wheel with the blades is in black 
paint, has a nice wood handle, will clean to very good overall.  

586._____ OPEN. 
587._____ Nice forged rafting dog that would have been used hold logs together to make rafts 

that would have been floated down the river.  
588._____ OPEN. 
589._____ OPEN. 
590._____ All steel wheelwright's traveler with two curved spokes, very good overall.  



591._____ Unknown make slick with nicely turned wooden handle, had former owners initials 
punched into the top in series of dots, good overall.  

592._____ Fine hand forged block knife with wooden handle, these were used to rough out 
wooden shoes and other articles, just put a staple into a stump or large block of wood 
and you're ready to go to work.  

593._____ Nicely made three-tined wooden pitchfork, one tine is split near where it goes into the 
handle, very good overall.  

594._____ Unusual Dille and McGuire Mfg. Co. Richmond, Indiana hand-powered grass clippers 
with iron wheels, the steel portion of the handles retain some of the original painted 
red and gold highlights, nice wooden handles, complete and in very good overall 
condition.  

595._____ Scarce cobbler's bench with proper leather seat, nice carved decorations on the 
inside, a leather tool holder on one of the walls, a drawer below, and three 
compartments near the seat to store nails and other things a cobbler would 
need, the legs have been reattached at least three times throughout the life of the 
bench. There are nails, old screws and evidence of a more recent glue job. There 
is a very similar bench inside the Swedish American Museum in Swedesburg, 
Iowa. This is the first we have sold.  

596._____ Two-tined pitchfork, complete and in very good overall condition.  
597._____ Cast iron hog catcher, very good overall.  
598._____ Nice forged rafting dog or log dog that would have been used to hold together logs in 

making rafts that would have been floated down the river.  
599._____ Carpenters slick marked ABHUFF, with wooden D handle, complete and very good 

overall.  
600._____ Large kerosene ceiling-mounted light with original glass spring-actuated 

retractor that mounts flush with the ceiling, will clean and display nicely. This 
lamp was purchased at a farm auction in Northwestern Iowa about 20 years 
ago.  

601._____ Lot of five books: Country Pine Furniture; 40 Easy-to-Build Projects; The Complete 
Home Carpenter; 50 Easy-To-Make Projects from Hands on Magazine; and 60 Easy-
To-Make Projects from Hands on Magazine. 

602._____ Lot of 4 books: Country Furniture Projects; Build-It-Better-Yourself Country 
Furniture; Making Country Furniture; and Colonial Classics You Can Build Today. 

603._____ Alumo 2B & 3B weatherstripping rabbet planes, both in very good overall condition.  
604._____ Stanley #194 fiberboard beveling plane IOB, plane is fine and box has a piece of 

masking tape on one top edge, otherwise very good.  
605._____ Stanley #49 Bit-Gauge IOB, this is a japanned model, like new in a fine box.  
606._____ Stanley #71 router plane IOB, complete with all three blades, fence; plane is like new, 

box is very good.  
607._____ Stanley #138 level sights in original box, sights are like new, box VG.  
608._____ Stanley HANDYMAN H1247 iron block plane IOB, plane is like new, box end flap 

had been bent and creased, otherwise box is very good.  
609._____ L.S. Starrett #131 level sights IOB, sights are like new, box is very good.  
610._____ Stanley #65 low angle block plane IOB, knuckle jointed lever cap, plane is like new, 

box is good.  
611._____ PROTO #947 3 1/2-inch mini block plane IOB, plane is like new, box is fine.  
612._____ Lot of four handled transitional smooth planes: Stanley #35; Union Trask Patent with 

tote improperly held by a nut from below; Stanley #35 with steel plate on sole, 
improper screw to secure lever cap; and a Stanley #35 with applied sole.  



613._____ Lot of four iron bench planes: PEXTO 9-inch smoother, complete and fine; Stanley 
#40 scrub with missing lever cap; GOODALL; and a DIAMOND EDGE DE3C that 
needs a new tote.  

614._____ Hand forged wheelwright's traveler with two-spoke wheel, complete and VG. 
615._____ Slick with good handle, very good overall.  
616._____ Large steel framed cheese cutter, uses a long wire to cut slices or wedges from big 

wheels of cheese, nice wooden handle, very good overall.  
617._____ George Finn Patent (U.S. DE46,277 & U.S. #1,203,515) self-heating sad iron, very 

good overall condition.  
618._____ Stanley #94 carriage maker's 4-foot, 4-fold boxwood rule, the brass at the hinge has 

come lose from the pivot pin, and there is a small piece of brass binding missing, the 
wood is OK.  

619._____ SENSIBLE GROTON N.Y. sad iron with quick-release handle, there is an old repair 
to the iron portion of the handle, very good overall.  

620._____ Stanley Rule & Level Co. #26 2-foot, 2-fold boxwood rule with Gunther slide, a few 
small spots of staining, very good overall.  

621._____ BLESS & DRAKE SALAMANDER BOX IRON with intact slug, the bottom is 
chipped in the rear, and there is pitting on the top, good overall.  

622._____ STANLEY #34 1/2 12-inch bench Ruler SW logo, typical nicks and dings, good 
overall.  

623._____ MRS POTTS SAD IRON Pat. (U.S. No. 506,252) made on a patent issued Oct. 10, 
1893 to Mary F. Potts and Joseph H. Potts of Austin, Illinois, complete with quick-
release handle, very good overall.  

624._____ Stanley #34 1/4V 12-inch ruler with BB logo, new condition.  
625._____ French & Chase Patent (U.S. No. 138,877) Copy Holder, patented May 13, 1873, 

complete and in fine overall condition. Until this one turned up, the 
DATAMP.org site listed this one as "Not known to have been produced."  

626._____ C-S C0. (Chapin-Stephens) No. 036 combination 12-inch, 2-fold combination rule, 
level and bevel, former owners initials scratched into end of one leg, comes in purple 
felt pouch, very good overall.  

627._____ Margolis Patent (U.S. No. 1,215,176) THE EVER READY sad iron made on a patent 
issued Feb. 6, 1917 to Louis Margolis of New York, N.Y. Top secured to bottom 
with a cam lever in front. This one is complete and in very good overall condition.  

628._____ Stanley #82 fully bound 2-foot 4-fold board rule, staining inside & out, good.  
629._____ TRAVEL IRON electric iron with folding wooden handle, comes with original? 

electric cord, complete and very good.  
630._____ H. Chapin 2-foot, 4-fold boxwood rule with arched joint, typical nicks and dings, tight 

joint, good overall.  
631._____ L.F. DEAN'S box-type sad iron, in very good overall condition.  
632._____ Stanley #77 with double arch joints, typical nicks and dings, good overall.  
633._____ Stanley 24-inch cast iron plumb and level, complete and very good.  
634._____ Stanley #66 1/2, 3-foot, 4-fold boxwood rule, few scuffs, needs indexing pins, very 

good overall.  
635._____ Three iron bench planes: Stanley #7, 22-inch jointer plane, with light cleaning will be 

in very good, usable condition; Craftsman 14-inch jack plane, that is missing the 
adjuster nut and threaded post it operates, is otherwise very good; and a late model 
Stanley #4 smooth plane, complete and very good.  

636._____ Ivory and German silver 6-inch 2-fold caliper rule, has big chip where indexing pin 
would have been, the joint and the caliper are very good.  

637._____ Four iron smooth planes: SHELTON #9, 9-inch smoother, complete and very good; 
CRAFTSMAN 8-inch GOLDEN JUBILEE, with nice rosewood tote and knob, very 



good; WORTH 9-inch iron smooth plane with stamped steel frog, good; and a 
PEXTO 9-inch with stamped steel frog, light rust, will clean to good overall.  

638._____ Stanley #88 12-inch, 4-fold ivory & German silver rule, has arched joint, one leg has a 
crack, outside is very worn, inside is very good.  

639._____ ESTWING ROCKFORD, ILL camp hatchet with leather handle, and nice leather 
sheath, very good overall.  

640._____ Stanley #40 ivory and German silver 12-inch, 4-fold fully bound caliper rule, outside 
is yellowed and worn and there are cracks in two legs, the binding, joints and caliper 
are all very good.  

641._____ Four Crescent wrenches: 10-inch IREGA No. 77 ALLOY; WARDS MASTER 10-
inch; CRESCENT 10-inch 250 mm.; and CRESCENT TOOL CO. 8-inch.  

642._____ Stanley #92 1/2 ivory & German silver 2-foot, 4-fold rule, outside is yellowed but 
all numbers including model number are visible, inside is yellowed too but it is 
better than the outside, very good overall.  

643._____ ESTWING ROCKFORD, ILL camp hatchet with leather handle, and nice leather 
sheath, needs a light cleaning, very good overall.  

644._____ Squirrel Nut Cracker Pat. May 13, 1913, Woldert Grocery Co. Tyler Texas & 
Chicago, complete and fine. 

645._____ Scarce FIRESTONE SUPREME hatchet with original handle, partial decal on 
handle, and nice leather sheath, fine overall; plus an ESTWING hammer and 
hatchet combo with leather handle, blade has been sharpened many times, good 
overall. 

646._____ Lot of three sad irons and two trivets; two of the sad irons are marked SIZE 1, NO. 50, 
they have one common handle; the other iron is marked SCHREIBER & CONCHAR 
MFG. CO. DUBUQUE, IOWA No. 2 with a tin handle, very good overall; the trivet 
on the left is complete and very good; the one on the right has been broken, but the 
piece is there and it can be repaired. 

647._____ Unknown make hatchet with nice handle, and imitation leather sheath, very good 
overall; plus a CUTTWELL folding handle drawknife with a 10-inch blade, very 
good overall. 

648._____ Lot of two sad iron bases and two trivets or stands: the bases are marked ASBESTOS 
72-B SAD IRON and the other SIZE 2-1 NO. 50; one trivet has two brooms cast into 
the top and it is marked 254 on the back; the other appears to be made of brass and it 
is unmarked. 

649._____ Brass millwrights 2 1/8-lb. plumb bob, owner S. SORENSEN name stamped three 
times, some pitting on steel point, good overall.  

650._____ Stanley No. 96, 26-inch brass bound rosewood plumb & level, SW logo, FINE.  
651._____ Unmarked 1 lb. 4 oz. brass plumb bob with knurled top and a steel point, same shape 

as an English Preston, very good overall.  
652._____ Gibson Plumb & Level Co. Lahoma, Okla. 24-inch inclinometer level, Patent June 25, 

1907 patent, fine overall.  
653._____ Brass millwrights 1 3/4-lb. plumb bob, very good.  
654._____ Cook's No. 7 plumb & level in a rosewood stock, made by Davis & Cook Co., 

patented Dec. 7, 1886, one vial cover cracked, otherwise fine.  
655._____ Brass millwrights 1 1/4-lb. plumb bob, very good.  
656._____ Unknown make 22 3/4-inch rosewood plumb & level, with boxwood inserts on either 

side of plumb vial, stock is nearly 2 inches thick.  
657._____ Brass millwright's 3/4-lb. plumb bob, very good.  
658._____ Stanley Millers Patent #42 Gunmetal plow plane with a reproduction brass 

wraparound fence, very good handle with long top spur, nice main frame, 
filetster bed, and proper iron outer fence, very good overall condition.  



659._____ Brass millwright's 1/2-lb. plumb bob, complete and very good.  
660._____ Wm. MARPLES & SONS ULTIMATUM SHEFFIELD plated brass with ebony 

infill and having an ivory ring in the top handle, fine overall.  
661._____ Lot of five assorted screwdrivers inc. GOODELL BROS.; MILLERS FALLS NO. 29; 

unknown make reversible ratcheting; scratch awl?; Yankee No. 15A by North Bros.; 
and VESCO CO.  

662._____ Unusual Lancashire pattern plane with brass body, captive lever cap, very good 
iron, nice tote, fine overall condition.  

663._____ Lot of scales from a machinist box: Brown & Sharpe 18-inch scale with center head, 
some discoloration on one side and a big hang hole in one end of the scale; Lufkin 
H224 6-inch hook rule; L.S. STARRETT 6-inch scale with No. 4 graduations; and a 
5-inch Lufkin 455R caliper rule.  

664._____ Stanley Millers Patent No. 41 plow plane with fillister bed, original wraparound 
and auxiliary fences, has a nicely executed replacement handle, early unslotted 
screws, comes with a nice set of blades in an owner made cutter box, very good 
overall.  

665._____ Three micrometers: Starrett No. 436, 2-3-inch, very good overall; BROWN & 
SHARPE No. 61A, 1 to 2-inch mic with ratchet stop, fine overall; and a BROWN & 
SHARPE No. 60, 1 to 2-inch in very good overall condition.  

666._____ Stanley #50 TYPE I Reproduction plow plane by Paul Hamer, this is number 93 
of 500, it is in as new condition.  

667._____ Early pair of dividers, very good; and a plow iron with rust and pitting.  
668._____ Lie-Nielsen No. 1 smoothing plane, cast manganese bronze body, complete and fine 

overall condition.  
669._____ Pair of Lufkin No. 681 inside micrometers 4-5-inch, both are very good.  
670._____ Scarce Stanley Millers Patent No. 44 gunmetal plow plane, early model with 

unslotted screws, no provision for slitter, the tote spur is broken off, it is 
otherwise in very good overall condition.  

671._____ Stanley #95 butt gauge, rusty but complete; LAKESIDE lever-type saw set; L.S. 
STARRETT boxed set of three telescoping inside gauges; and an unknown aluminum 
mold.  

672._____ Pair of micrometers: 0 to 1/2-inch HANDY sold only at Woolworth Stores; and a 
BROWN & SHARPE 0-1-inch satin finish, very good overall.  

673._____ Unmarked tack puller and a mystery tools made from a Yankee #81 ratcheting 
reversible screwdriver.  

674._____ Two steel caliper rules: L.S. STARRETT CO. #425 5-inch; & L.S. STARRETT CO. 
#425 3-inch, very good; plus a unknown make 7-inch brass scale, very VG. 

675._____ Yankee No. 3423 ratcheting Phillips screwdriver, fine; bee gee polisher; Yankee No. 
3400 ratcheting offset flat-bladed screwdriver, fine; and part of an all-steel tool 
handle.  

676._____ Decatur Coffin Co. spiral screwdriver with fine original handle, VG.  
677._____ Stanley No. 21 SW combination square, very good overall.  
678._____ L.B. WATTS 29 1/2-inch plumb & level with nice eagle logo, mahogany stock, 

missing caps for plumb vial, and top plate bent, good overall.  
679._____ Large 3-lb. Brass millwright's plumb bob, body and shaft are both marked 4, very 

good.  
680._____ Unknown 28 1/2-inch mahogany & brass plumb & level with brass plumb 

openings held in with screws, and solid brass plates covering entire length of top 
and bottom as well as both ends. Found many years ago walled up in house 
being torn down in Kansas.  

681._____ Stanley No. 5 Steel plumb bob with built-in reel, very good.  



682._____ C.S.CO (Chapin-Stephens) No. 506, 28-in. plumb & level with cherry stock and 
boxwood inclinometer insert, FINE.  

683._____ DIETZGEN sighting level in a leather holder that can be worn on a belt, fine.  
684._____ Pair of NOS Stanley #68 4-fold boxwood rules, one with SW logo and one BB.  
 
THE END. 
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